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ALIVE 
By Alex Minton 

 
Scene One  

 
Lights up on a rather bland hospital room. We see few cards or flowers – usual hospital fare. We may 
hear assorted medical beeps and whistles. A TV hangs from the ceiling playing nature scenes on a loop, it 
is muted. A MAN and a WOMAN stand at separate spots in the room, pacing or waiting impatiently. 
The audience is our patient’s eyes, as the lights rise, he or she slowly awakes from surgery. The MAN and 
WOMAN take notice and walk downstage.The MAN and WOMAN do not need to look directly at the 
audience or specific audience members. However, we should feel like we are seeing things through a 
patient’s eyes. One who cannot speak or move, one who is frozen in time, forced to watch the world move 
around them. 
 
WOMAN – Hey, there you are. It’s good to see you. You look great.  
 
MAN – Really, just like the day we met – you should have brain surgery more often.  
 
WOMAN – Let’s hope not – are you thirsty? You must be thirsty, (to him) can you go get 
some water?  
 
MAN – You heard the nurse, no food or water for two hours, (to patient) we don’t want 
you to vomit all over the ICU.  
 
WOMAN – Would you make yourself useful and get some ice chips, I read that 
anesthesia makes your mouth dry.  
 
MAN – Yes, doctor. (he leaves)  
 
WOMAN – (to patient) Hey you, what do you want? Oh no, no we’ve got to keep those 
bandages on – we want you to heal up nice and good so you can get out of this place 
soon, I bet you’d like that. (a pause) You’re in a hospital, okay? You’re in a hospital but 
you’ll be nice and strong and talking very, very soon, I promise.  
 
MAN knocks on the doorframe. 
 
MAN – (walking in) Room service! One order of ice-chips.  
 
WOMAN – You’re so stupid, give me. (she places the ice on a table nearby) Where are 
your siblings?  
 
MAN – Stuck in traffic and stuck in a metal tube flying through the air.  
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WOMAN – That’s just classic, not even brain surgery can make your family prompt - we 
should get a few beds for them.  
 
MAN – You’re twisted.  
 
WOMAN – I mean look where we are, if I didn’t joke I’d be dead.  
 
MAN – Interesting word choice.  
 
WOMAN – (to patient) Your family is crazy.  
 
MAN – Was that a nod, you think?  
 
They pause, study patient.  
 
WOMAN – We’ll work on it.  
 
MAN – (beat) Well I’m hungry, what’d you think is open at this hour?  
 
WOMAN – Seriously?  
 
MAN – What?  
 
WOMAN – Did we not have dinner before the pre-op?  
 
MAN – Yeah, which was over eight hours ago. I’m starving.  
 
WOMAN – I swear, I could tell time with your stomach.  
 
MAN – Fascinating, so do you want me to bring something back for you?  
 
WOMAN – No thank you, and would you please stop talking about food. (gestures 
toward patient) 
 
MAN – Shit, right sorry. I’ll be back.  
 
The DOCTOR knocks on the door. Enters.  
 
DOCTOR – Knock, knock. May I come in?  
 
WOMAN – Please, thanks for stopping by.  
 
DOCTOR – Of course, I know the whole family isn’t here but I thought I’d come down 
and fill you in on how the surgery went. How are we holding up?   
 
MAN – Just woke up. A bit groggy I think.  
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DOCTOR – As expected, this was no small surgery. Everything went just as we planned, 
no surprises, good or bad. We were able to successfully de-bulk the tumor and remove a 
lot of the fluid that was blocking the shunt’s access to the ventricles on the right side so we 
should see some solid improvement in functioning over the next week or so.  
 
WOMAN – Seven days?  
 
DOCTOR – At least. Things like this take time, a lot of it. The surgery is just, I’d say, a 
third of the battle, if that. I know it seems like a lot right now, but the hardest part is going 
to be the road ahead – which is why I’m hoping the rest of your family is on their way?  
 
MAN – My siblings are making their way here as fast as they can.  
 
WOMAN – Not fast enough, but they’re coming.  
 
DOCTOR – Good. Here’s my emergency line, if you need anything don’t hesitate to 
call. (to patient) Stay strong, get some rest and we’ll see each other tomorrow morning, all 
right? Good night. (to them) Good night.  
 
WOMAN – Send us some good vibes, will you?  
 
MAN – Do you know of any place I can grab a bite at this hour?  
 
DOCTOR – Vending machine down the hall, McDonalds around the block, though I’m 
a doctor so I’m ethically obligated to dissuade you from both. Night. (leaves) 
 
WOMAN – Really?  
 
MAN – What? I’m starving and this hospital smell is making me sick. I’m going for a 
walk.  
 
WOMAN – Don’t die.  
 
MAN – (leaving) Word choice!  
 
WOMAN paces for a while – she feels alone in the space but realizes that she’s not.  
 
WOMAN – (to patient) Oh I’m sorry I feel like I’m being rude. Are you comfortable? Do 
you need something? (pause) You look exhausted, I’m so sorry. I know this must be 
tough, well really shitty actually. But, you’re a fighter; you always have been. So this will 
be a walk in the park, okay? We’ll be right here by your side. When we’re not taking 
snack breaks, I guess. Don’t mind him, he’s such an oddball. Get some rest, okay?  
 
She turns the TV off along with the lights in the room. The stage is now illuminated by the moonlight, 
which hits the room through half-closed blinds. The WOMAN takes a seat and closes her eyes. Peacefull 
yet stirring instrumental music plays, and the Man walks back into the room. He too takes a seat and rests 
his eyes as the lights through the window portray the passing of time and the rising of the sun. It is now 
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early morning – BROTHER and SISTER enter the room in a burst of energy, waking MAN and 
WOMAN up.  
 

 
Scene Two 

 
SISTER – Well good morning you two.  
 
WOMAN – Do you have to be so loud? Someone’s trying to rest in here (motions toward 
patient) 
 
MAN – Jesus, you scared the shit out of me.  
 
BROTHER – Sorry pal, second wind. We’ve both been travelling all night. It’s amazing 
what adrenaline can do for you.  
 
SISTER – (looking toward patient) Still sleeping, huh?  
 
WOMAN – The surgery only ended six hours ago and the more sleep the better.  
 
SISTER – How are you two? God you look like shit. 
 
WOMAN – Oh I’m sorry; we’ve been a little preoccupied.  
 
BROTHER – Have you eaten?  
 
MAN – Yes. / WOMAN – No.  
 
BROTHER – Atta boy.  
 
SISTER – Why don’t we all go grab a bite downstairs while we’re waiting?  
 
WOMAN – You just got here, you don’t want to visit for a bit?  
 
BROTHER – Looks peaceful to me, sleeping soundly, and I could use some French 
toast, I’m starving.  
 
SISTER – Five hours in first class really takes a toll huh?  
 
BROTHER – Five and a half, actually. Plus I didn’t sleep a wink, some fatso thought it 
would be all right if he ate a tuna wrap for a solid twenty minutes. Well that was it; the 
entire row reeked of fish from Nevada to touchdown.  
 
SISTER – Would you keep it down? You boys go catch up; we’ll be down in a bit.  
 
BROTHER – Suit yourself.  
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MAN – You guys want anything? Maybe I should get some flowers from the gift shop? It 
looks like a mental ward in here.  
 
WOMAN – No flowers. Flowers make it seem like you are expecting a long-term stay. 
 
MAN – Your point being?   
 
WOMAN – Go eat.  
 
MAN and his BROTHER leave.  
 
SISTER – Tools. Can you believe those are my brothers?  
 
WOMAN – Can you believe I’m married to one of them?  
 
SISTER – I’m surprised you haven’t checked yourself in here yet.  
 
WOMAN – Heaven forbid.  
 
SISTER – I don’t know how you haven’t lost your mind. Listen, I’m so sorry I didn’t 
make it here sooner. Well, I can’t speak for my brother, we all know he can be a self-
centered schmuck, but I really did mean to get here a few days ago. Things are just 
horrendous at the agency and I couldn’t pry myself away. For a second I thought I 
wouldn’t make it here at all. But you know, family comes first, of course.  
 
WOMAN – Of course. How are the kids? 
 
SISTER – (to everyone in the room) Driving me crazy but besides that, very well thank you. 
Did breakfast come yet?  
 
WOMAN – Nine o’clock I think, should be here soon. We should’ve just had your 
brothers bring back some real food – the hospital stuff is crap. 
 
The patient has woken up, both WOMAN and SISTER react accordingly.  
 
WOMAN – Good morning! Look who’s here to see you.   
 
SISTER – Hey there, good to see you.  
 
Awkward pause, she expects a spoken answer.  
 
WOMAN – Oh, um, the Doctor said that we wont see verbal cues until at least day four.  
 
SISTER – Verbal cues? As in –  
 
WOMAN – Talking.  
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SISTER – Oh, I see. (to patient) Well we’re just going to have to work really hard then. 
(to WOMAN, aside) Um how long are the Doctors expecting this to take?  
 
WOMAN – I mean it’s not like a broken arm –  
 
SISTER – Of course, of course, I just only planned on being around for the weekend. I 
guess I didn’t think things would take much longer than that.  
 
WOMAN – (at a loss for words) Whatever you feel is best for you.  
 
SISTER – (whispering) Should we be making plans? Like, plans.  
 
WOMAN – No and we shouldn’t talk about that here; at least not right now. (motioning 
towards patient)  
 
SISTER – Right. Got it. So mouth nay, ears yay?  
 
WOMAN – Sure. (wanting to leave) So would you like some time alone, or?  
 
SISTER – No, please. I never know how to act in these situations. I’m glad you’re here 
with me. I was afraid the two of us would walk into empty room, could you imagine?  
 
WOMAN – Don’t make me try.  
 
They share a laugh. MAN and BROTHER return with white takeout boxes.  
 
SISTER – Where did you two go?  
 
BROTHER – Some hole in the wall downstairs apparently has the best silver dollars in 
town, who knew?  
 
WOMAN – Fantastic.    
 
SISTER – This reminds me of when you boys were young, you’d prance around every 
Sunday in search of some good pancakes. You could never pass on breakfast.  
 
MAN – The most important meal of the day.  
 
WOMAN – Speaking of, it’s almost half past, the folks with meal services should be 
stopping by soon, and rounds are at ten I think.  
 
BROTHER – (to patient) You hear that? It’s almost mealtime!  
 
SISTER – Easy, maybe we should keep our voices down? (looking at WOMAN)  
 
WOMAN – Yes, thank you. I’m going to grab a coffee.  
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SISTER – I’ll come.  
 
WOMAN – (hesitant) Okay, we’ll be back.  
 
SISTER – Behave, boys.  
 
WOMAN – The nurses’ station is just across the hall if you need anything.  
 
BROTHER – Go, you deserve a break. We’ll hold down the fort.  
 
There is a long silence while the two eat. They haven’t seen each other in a while; it’s a bit awkward. 
Remember, we are seeing things through the patient’s eyes, but most of the characters in the show easily 
forget that the patient is there.  
 

Scene Three 
 

BROTHER – It’s good to see you. How long has it been? A couple months?  
 
MAN – Uh, six, I think.  
 
BROTHER – Yikes, I’m sorry.   
 
MAN - It fine. I just wish we were seeing each other under better circumstances.  
 
BROTHER – Couldn’t have said it better myself.  
 
MAN – So, how are things at the start up?  
 
BROTHER – Please, it was a start-up five years ago. I’d like to think we’re more of the 
real deal nowadays.  
 
MAN – That good, huh?  
 
BROTHER – That’s actually what I wanted to talk to you about. You two’ve got control 
over things on this end, right? I mean, as much as you can. It’s a tough time for everyone. 
What I’m saying is that I’m not sure how long I can be in town. Business is really 
booming and without me there, nothing gets done. I mean you understand, right?  
 
MAN – Uh, yea. Sure, I mean, I bet between the four of us we’ll find some way of 
dividing up our time. It’s just that, well – 
 
BROTHER – What’s up?  
 
MAN – It’s not looking good.  
 
BROTHER – What’s that?  
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MAN looks toward the patient.  
 
Oh, you mean, things are not looking good. 
 
MAN – Yes.  
 
BROTHER – How, um, bad? 
 
 They are cautious about how they speak – they know the patient is listening. Throughout this entire 
conversation they are anxiously eating their food.  
 
MAN – Three.  
 
BROTHER – Months?  
 
MAN – Maybe less, maybe more.  
 
BROTHER – Shit. I mean, why wouldn’t you tell me this?  
 
MAN – I don’t know, I guess I just figured it’s hard enough to get you to leave work why 
worry you when you’d just be stuck miles away anyway?  
 
BROTHER – Do you think I don’t care about this? Because that’s just not fair, sure I 
was a little late but I’m here now, and – 
 
MAN – And you’re already telling me about how you have to leave.  
 
BROTHER – I’m just being honest, you know? I’m not good in these situations.  
 
MAN – Family situations?  
 
BROTHER – Emergencies, you know, life or death things. Hospitals freak me out – you 
remember how I hated going to the doctor.  
 
MAN – I don’t want a fight; I just wanted to let you know, in person.  
 
BROTHER – Well thanks for nothing. Who else knows about this?  
 
MAN – Three of four now.  
 
BROTHER – So who’s going to be the bearer of bad news?  
 
A NURSE enters with a tray of breakfast food for the patient. The light begins to change as eerie, string 
heavy, instrumental music plays. As the song runs, the lights shift in a way that obscures the faces of those 
onstage but keeps their silhouette in tact. It is as if the patient is seeing things through foggy, drowsy eyes. 
We see several different people enter and leave the room. This is essentially a time-lapse sequence. We see 
silhouettes hugging and consoling, laughing, talking to the patient and nurses/ doctors moving in and out of 
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the room. Flowers and balloons accumulate in the room until there isn’t any counter space left. As the 
music fades, the lights return to normal and MAN, WOMAN, SISTER and BROTHER are scattered, 
seated among the room. It is evening time. They are exhausted and silent. The look either at the patient or 
are resting with their eyes closed.  
 

Scene Four 
 
SISTER – What’s next?  
 
WOMAN – We wait.  
 
BROTHER – That just seems unproductive.  
 
MAN – It’s been four months like this.  
 
BROTHER – You think it’s true what they say about people in comas? You know, that 
they can hear everything that’s happening around them?  
 
SISTER - Oh I hope not. That would just be torture.  
 
WOMAN – I think that’s the least of our worries.  
 
BROTHER – How is it that there are flowers and cards all over this room but we’re the 
only four people here?  
 
SISTER – Christ, you know you’re right. And the worst part is, I hadn’t even thought 
about that until you said it just now.  
 
WOMAN – It doesn’t matter, anyways.  
 
MAN – How long does this usually take?  
 
SISTER – I’ve heard it can go on for hours, days even.  
 
WOMAN – There’s no way it’ll go on for that long; an hour maybe.  
 
BROTHER – So this is it? This is how it all ends? It’s so, so – 
 
WOMAN – Boring.  
 
BROTHER – That’s one word for it.  
 
MAN – Terrible.  
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SISTER – That’s another. I love you guys, I really do. I know this is the most we’ve seen 
each other in months, but I think it’s how it should be, right? Coming together when 
things get rough? I’m really proud of us.  
 
BROTHER – Me too, sis.  
 
MAN – If any of you are around when I go, I give you permission to make it quick.  
 
WOMAN – Don’t be morbid.  
 
MAN – Word choice.  
 
The lights begin to change/ fade, once again obscuring the four on stage. The patient is dying.  
 
BROTHER  - Christ.  
 
SISTER – Yes?  
 
BROTHER – I’m hungry.  
 
WOMAN – Seriously? Do you have any respect?  
 
BROTHER – Hey, remember those pancakes?  
 
SISTER – You do love a good breakfast – always have.  
 
BROTHER – Most important meal of the – 
 
WOMAN – Guys.  
 
MAN – Is it happening?  
 
WOMAN – I can’t really tell.  
 
SISTER – I just felt a chill.  
 
MAN – I’m exhausted.  
 
BROTHER – I’m not sure I can handle this.  
 
WOMAN – I think we should just be quiet for a little.  
 
Silence. 
 
SISTER – I love you guys.  
 

Lights fade completely. END.  


